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1. Introduction

When the American Reactor Safety Study WASH 1400, /I/, the

Rasmussen Report, had been published in the end of 1975,

"the question was raised, in how far the results of this

study can be applied also for German conditions. Although

the Light Water Reactor, as it is used in the United States

as well as in the Federal Republik of Germany, is predominant-

ly the same type of reactor for commercial generation of power,

there are a number of points where the results of.the US study

could not be applied to German conditions. Such points mainly

refer to differences of design features between US,..and German

plants as well as to different siting conditions and respective-

ly population densities. Therefore separate investigations

beyond the WASH 1400 analysis seemed to be necessary. For this

purpose in spring 1976 the Federal Minister of Research and

Technology gave a contract for a separate German study.

The main objectives of this study can be ̂ summed up as follow's:

- an assessment of the societal risk due to accidents in

nuclear power plants with reference to German conditions,

- to get experience in the field of risk a'nalysis and to pro-

vide a basis for estimation of uncertainties,

- to provide guidance for future activities in the German Reac-

tor Safety Research Program.

According to these far reaching objectives the study has been

subdivided into two major phases A and B. In Phase A, which

has just been completed, the analysis has been conducted on

the basis of the main assumptions and methods used in WASH 1400.

Phase B ist planned for further detailed investigations on

critical aspects identified during Phase A. Thereby improved

methods and most recent results within reactor safety research

will be applied to the analysis.

i i
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The main contractor of'the study is the Gesellschaft fur Reak-

torsicherheit. Besides the GRS other institutions and consult-

ing engineers, especially the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe

(KfK) and the Gesellschaft fur Strahlen- und Umweltforschung

(GSF), have been contracted to the study. While the GRS main-

ly is engaged in the accidental analysis of the plant, KfK

and GSF have evaluated the consequence modeling and determina-

tion of health effects.

Referring to plant design and engineering featur.es,the analy-

sis was carried out on .the basis of Biblis B as a reference

plant. This plant is equipped with a representative pressu-

rized water reactor (PWR) of the 1300 MW-eletric class.

For risk evaluation all sites in the Federal Republic of

" Germany have been considered, where nuclear power plants

of the Light Water Reactor Type of at least 600 MW electric

were in operation, under construction or in the licensing * -

process in Juli 1977. This means that 19 sites with a total

of 25 plants have been taken into account for overall risk

assessment.

2. Methodology

To give a brief survey on the overall framework of the study,

the analysis has been carried out along five subsequent steps

(Fig. 1).

Initiating Events

The first subtask deals with the identification of all ini-

tiating events that potentially could lead to radioactive

release to the environment. Since this cannot be done in

a theoretically complete sense, it is important to find a

set of representative initiating events including a broad

spectrum of accidental initiating events.
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Up to 95 % of the total radioactive inventory is located in

the reactor core and the reactor coolant loop. The remaining

percentage is located mainly in the spent fuel storage pool

and to a lesser degree also in the reactor auxiliaries.

Considering the existing safety features, no essential risk

contribution due to a failure of these systems should be expec- !

ted. Therefore the investigations mainly concentrate on poten-

tial release from the reactor core via core melt accidents.

Hereto, as has been done in WASH 1400, the full spectrum of

plant-internal initiating events has been divided-into two

major classes:

- the loss of coolant accidents, and ' -

- transient initiating events. ' :

Event Tree and Fault Tree Analysis _ j

i

Starting from the initiating events potential accident sequen- •;

ces have been analyzed with the aid of event tree and fault tree

analysis techniques. Depending on wether the required safety

functions will succeed or fail, different accident pathes are

obtained. Fig. 2 shows an event tree diagram for the initiating

event "Loss of Off-Site Power". Different accident pathes are

obtained depending on wether the required safety devices such .

as

- reactor protection system,

- auxiliary feed water supply and safety relief valves of the

steam line, * ,,

- the safety and relief valves of the reactor coolant system,

etc.

r

are available or not.
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Besides the occurrence frequency of the initiating event

the probability numbers related to the different branches

of the event tree are determined by extended fault tree

analysis for the safety systems involved in the accident

sequences.

Radioactive Release

This subtask deals with the determination of radioactive

release resulting from core melt accidents. Accident pathes

leading to a core melt event only are possible if important

safety functions should fail such that heat transfer .from

the reactor core can not be ensured. As the temperature is

increased the fuel rods are overheated and finally start

to melt. In this context the following-problems must be

investigated:

- the core melt down process,

- the containment response, specially the different contain-

ment failure modes, and

- the release of fission products during core roelt-down,

the activity transport inside the containment and the

release to the environment after the containment has failed.

Accident Consequences

For consequence modeling first the atmospheric dispersion of

the activity plume is calculated. This results in the de-

termination of activity concentrations in the environment

of the plant. In a next step the resulting radiation ex-

posures are calculated taking into account possible emergen-

cy countermeasures for mitigating accidental consequences.

Finally referring to the population distributions considered

the consequence calculations are performed for different

health effects, namely
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- early fatalities,

- late fatalities due to leukemia and cancer and

- genetic effects.

Risk Determination

For risk determination the results of the consequence calcu-

lations are combined to the probabilities of the 'simulated

accident courses and weather conditions. """-.

3. Results

3.1 Results of Plant Oriented Analysis

The analysis performed covers about 100 accident sequences

leading to core melt and subsequent radioactive release.

Summing up the contributions of the various accident pathes' '

the occurrence frequency of a core melt event is determined

as 9 x 10 per reactor year. The results of the detailed

analysis are shown in Table 1 giving the contributions of

the various accidents to the occurrence frequency of a core

melt event,

- the 1s column gives the occurrence frequency of the ini-

tiating event per reactor year,

- in the 2 column the calculated failure probabilities of the

safety systems involved are tabulated and finally by multi-

plication of the foregoing numbers,

1) More precisely, due to the uncertainties of the input data
of the foregoing analysis one has to consider a frequency
distribution for the occurrence frequency of a core melt
event. The value of 9 x 10~5 per reactor year given above
represents the mean value of this frequency distribution.
The corresponding median, i.e. the 50 % value of this distri-
bution, which is adequate for comparison with this one of
WASH 1400, is about 4 x 10~5 per reactor year.
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- the 3 column shows the contributions of the various acci-

dental courses to the occurrence frequency of core melt per

reactor year.

By far the most dominant contribution to a core melt event re-

sults from an uncoped Small LOCA, this mainly because of two

reasons:

- First, compared to other leak sizes, the large arid the medium

loss of coolant events, the occurrence frequency"for a small

leak ist relatively high,

- on the other hand, the ability to cope with the Small;LOCA

is mainly affected by manual interventions, i.e. by actions

of the operator required on the secondary side of the steam

. generator for cooling down the plant. :

The next dominant contribution results from transients, especial-

ly from the initiating event "Loss of Off-Site Power", i.e. the

Emergency Power Case.

Fig. 3 illustrates the results obtained in terms of the relative

contributions of the various initiating events to the probabi-

lity of core melt. It shows clearly the dominant contributions

of the Small LOCA and the Transient Events, a result which

already has been indicated by WASH 1400.

As a part of uncovered transients specially a contribution due

to leaks at the pressurizer within the main reactor coolant loop

is shown. This contribution for instance results from an Emer-

gency Power Case. Assumed one of the pressurizer relief valves

has opened due to increase of pressure the transient leads to

a loss of coolant in the case the relief valve fails to reclose.

Such an accident path corresponds qualitatively to the TMI event.

The role of such accident pathes has been analyzed in some detail

and already been discussed in the context of the study nearly

two years ago.
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Assuming important failures of safety systems, for instance

with respect to .core cooling and heat removal, the core melt-

down process and correlated radioactive release has been in-

vestigated. This part of analysis has been performed mainly

along the modeling of WASH 1400, i.e. using the BOlL-code

for description of core melt, and CORRAL for calculating

radioactive transport and release from the containment.

After core melt, somewhat more than 1 hour after "the acci-

dent initiating event, the molten mass will penetrate the

reactor vessel and the inner shielding of the concrete struc-

ture. Subsequently one has to assume that the molten mass

will come into contact with water of the reactor sump, i.e.

generation of steam will lead to a steady increase of pres-

sure within the containment. Therefore; otherwise than in

WASH 1400, the most probable accident path of a core melt

event leads to containment failure by overpressurization

instead of a melt through of the concrete foundation.How-

ever, overpressure failure of the containment will occur

very late at least one day after the accident initiating

event. The analysis shows, that the containment vessel has

an important safety function, as it will retain radioactive

materials until overpressure, failure will occur. Mainly by

deposition of the aerosols on inner surfaces of the contains

ment prior to containment failure the extent of radioactive

release will be limited.

The accidental releases and their corresponding probabilities

are summarized in a set of release categories shown in Table 2,

Considering core melt accidents categories 5 and 6 include

core melt events leading to late failure of the con-

tainment due to overpressure. Otherwise than in category 6

in category 5 additional failure of the filter systems is

assumed prior to failure of the containment.
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The categories 2, 3,4 refer to core melt accidents that are

combined with containment leakage, for instance due to

failure of the containment isolation. These categories lead

to early radioactive release, they are arranged according

to different sizes of the containment leakage.

Category 1 is related to the highest radioactive release to

the environment. Hereto one assumes that after 'core melt a

steam explosion should occur in the lower bottom of the

reactor vessel, when the molten mass is falling down into

undercooled water. Furtheron one assumes that this steam '

explosion should be strong enough to rupture the reactor

pressure vessel and subsequently to impact the containment

structure. Such an accident path should be highly unlikely. r

However, since the analysis on this problem has not been

finished up to now, this accident course has been taken into

account as a pessimistic approach for risk assessment. For"

this purpose within Phase A the probability judgement of

WASH 1400 has been taken as reference for numerical analysis.

Categories 7 and 8 include no core melt accidents. Category 7

describes the design basis accident combined however with

a large containment leakage (failure of containment isolation) -^

and category8 the design basis accident itself.

3.2 Results of Consequence Analysis

Early Fatalities

Fig. 4 shows the results for early fatalities per year plotted

in terras of the complementary cumulative distribution function.

The results now refer to the basis of 19 sites with 25 nuclear »

plants. The dashed bars in the figure indicate the 90 % confi-

dence limits of the results.

Referring to a sample of more than 600.000 simulation runs

that have been carried out for consequence calculations the

maximum number obtained in one of these simulations amounts

to be 14.500 early fatalities, the calculated probability is ' ^
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about 5 x 10 per year.

One has to state, that 93 & of ail core melt events don't

lead in any case to early fatalities. This major part of

accidental events corresponds to all core melt accidents

leading to late overpressure failure of the containment.

Even the remaining 1 % of the core melt events only lead

under unfavourable weather conditions (raining 'and wind

direction to populated areas) to early fatalities," i.e.

summarized, early fatalities only are obtained in-less

than 1 % of all core -melt accidents. Therefore referring

to all plants considered for consequence calculation the

probability for a core melt accident which involves one -

or more early fatalities is at least 10 per year.

Large numbers of early fatalities are determined, if one

assumes: "" ' .' '

- large radioactive release due to early containment failure

- coincide with a high population density in the wind direc-

tion concerned and if

- high ground contamination is caused mainly by rain.

The area of early fatalities will be restricted up to a

limited distance of 20 kilometers.

Late fatalities

Concerning late fatalities (late somatic effects due to

leukemia and cancer) the results of course are quite diffe-

rent from those one obtained for early fatalities.
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Otherwise than in WASH 1400 a linear dose-risk relation-

ship has been used according to the recommendation given

by the International Committee on Radiological Protection,

/2/. This dose-risk-relationship takes into account even

the lowest dose values and corresponds to a risk factor
-4

of approximately 10 /rem. Applying this dose-risk-corre-

lation the accidental risk probably has been overestima-

ted rather than underestimated.

In the same way as in WASH 1400 late somatic effects are

calculated over large distance areas up to 2.500 kilometers,

that means the calculated numbers are related to a population

of more than 600 million people within the area of whole

Europe.

Fig. 5 gives the complementary cumulative distribution func-

tion for late fatalities per year referring to 25 plants.

The results are calculated over a period of more than 30

years. Except category 8 late fatalities are obtained from

each release category, even from category 7, which involves

the design basis accident with failure of the containment

isolation. The maximum number obtained within the simulation

runs is about 100.000 late fatalities, however for a chance

of 1 in 100.000 one already obtains a number of about

50.000 fatalities.

The results strongly depend on the amount of activity re-

lease. On the other hand there is only a weak dependence

on weather conditions and local population distribution.

As already indicated by discussing the dose-risk-relation-

ship large numerical values result from small radiation

exposure to a large population area. Thus a great

contribution to late fatalities results from doses below

5 rem. This value, for instance corresponds to the average

dose level, that will be accumulated over a life time of
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30 years due to natural radiation exposure.

4. Collective Risks

Although the study does not include comparison with other

risks this aspect should be discussed briefly by comparing

the averaged number (mean value) of accidental fatalities

with the number of spontaneous deaths due to leukemia and

cancer in general. The mean value calculated .for late

fatalities due to nuclear accidents in 25 plants comes

out to be 10 fatalities per year. Referring to the popu-

lation sample considered in the study, namely the popu-

lation of Europe, the number of spontaneous deaths due to

leukemia and cancer is about 1.89O.OOO fatalities per

year. Considering only the Federal Republic of Germany

the number still amounts about 170.000 fatalities per

year.

Furtheron, if one calculates the number ob late fata-

lities induced by the natural background radiation of

100 mrem per year on the basis of the dose-risk-corre-

lation used in the study, one obtains for the whole

European area 8.400 fatalities per year and restricting

on the Federal Republic of Germany still 760 fatalities

per year.

These numbers have to be compared with the mean of 10

late fatalities per year due to accidents in 25 j>lants.

This means that the collective risk due to accidents in

nuclear plants is about two orders of magnitude lower

than corresponding risk values, for instance resulting

from the natural radiation exposure.
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Somewhat modified these relationships are illustrated

once more in Fig. 6. There the expectation values of acci-

dental mean individual risks for early and late fata-

lities are plotted depending on the distance from the

plant and compared to other individual risks,' namely

- spontaneous death by leukemia and cancer induced by

the natural background radiation, and

- spontaneous death by leukemia and cancer from all other

causes.

5. Conclusions

Following the purpose of the study the.analysis only deals

with the assessment of accidental risk'. Contributions to

risk from normal operation of nuclear plants have not b.een

considered. Furtheron according to the contract the influence

of terrorism or sabotage has not been included.

In spite of different engineered plant .features and diffe-

rent site conditions the results of the study more or less

confirm those of the US Reactor Safety Stud.*. This roughly

applies to both early fatalities and late somatic effects.

However, the differences between engineered plant features *•

in American and German nuclear power plants lead to some

extent to different areas of major interest.

r .

Referring to the present state of art, the methods available

as well as the data base, risk analysis are stills including

considerable uncertainties. As far as there is a basis for

a quantitative treatment, e.g. the influence of uncertain-

ties in failure rate data, it has been attempted to quanti-

fy the degree of uncertainty. Uncertainties which cannot be

quantified so far are covered by introducing pessimistic

assumptions and procedures. This means, that in tendency

the risk should be rather overestimated than underestimated.
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According to the contract for the first phase of the study,

mainly in the field of accidental system analysis, the

analysis relies on existing investigations and proves.

Thus, for example the simulation of accidents has been

presumed within the safety requirements of the nuclear

licensing process.

The investigations carried out within the context of engi-

neered plant features, mainly with respect to the-safety

systems, allow a detailed weak point analysis.'These in-

vestigations have shown that problems often arise at inter-

faces between different systems and different technical

disciplines. By the aid of systematic event tree and fault

tree analysis such problems will be identified with a

greater degree of safety than in the customary safety

approach.

Reliability analyses of safety related systems are already

introduced as a supporting instrument within the nuclear licen-

sing procedures. They include in particular comparison of alter-

nate system design as well as the analysis of testing and

maintenance strategies. The analysis carried out for con-

sequence modeling gives detailed insights on the influence

of main parameters for risk. They indicate possibilities

for further investigations in order to mitigate the conse-

quences of potential accidents. Thus, example given,

findings with respect to typical accident sequences may be

used for further planning of emergency measures. Generally

spoken the results of risk analysis are a helpful,tool to

identify starting points for further research and develop-

ment in the field of reactor safety.

In the context of this conference it should be said, that

risk analysis assessment can't replace the well approved

outlines of the deterministic safety approach but it

will be able to support this basis, to give quantitative

interpretations of well defined safety requirements and

useful indications for further development of the nuclear

licensing process.
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